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Flute Index
Flute index or spacing ]s defined as the

variation from the desired angle between adja-
cent or nonadja.cent tooth faces measured in a
plane of rotation. AGMA defines and provides
tolerances for adjacent and nonadjacent flute
spacing errors ..In addition, DIN and ~SO stan-
dardsprovide tolerances for individual flute
variation (Fig. n
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Fig.1

There is a slight. inconsistency in the ANSI
B94.7 definitions of flute spacing variation and
flute spacing tolerance. The variation refers to
an angle variation: however, the tolerance
rejers toa linear displacement.

A flute index error caused by inaccurate
sharpening creates unequal. height and thick-
ness of cutting edges, Unequally positioned
cutting edges produce a "drunk" involute (Fig.
2). The effect of a flute index error can be cal-
culated (Fig ..3)_
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Flute spacing error causes involute distortion.

fig.2



Adjacent or nonadjacent flute spacing errors
win affect changes in the radial position of a
cutting edge:

Radial misposition
::::(cumulative spacing error)

• (cam size). (number of flutes)
• correction/ln • (index measuring diameter)]

Correction e 1 for stra:ight flute hobs,

For helical flute hobs, the correction could
be determined as follows:

Correction ::::HN/(HN ± H)
Where: HN is the flute lead,

H is the thread lead,
(-) is used when flute and thread lead

have the same hand.

The gear's involute variation caused by hob
flute index error can be calculated as follows:

Gear profile variation
::::(radial misposition)

• sin(axial pressure angle)

Fig. 4 shows the result of the inspection. It
shows the total flute spacing variation (nonad-
jacent by AGMA definition, cumulative by
DIN definition), adjacent flute spacing and
individual spacing variation (specified only by
the mN standard). The inspected errors, toler-
ances and actual quality are displayed.

Flute Lead
Flute lead is the axial advance ofa tooth

face helix in one turn around the axis of the
hob (Fig. 5). The amount of flute lead is usual-
ly a very large number or even an infinity in
the case of a straight flute hob; therefore, only
a fraction of flute lead is usually inspected. In
any case the inspection length cannot be
greater than hob length. DIN and [SO stan-
dards, for instance, prorate flute lead tolerance
in relation to 1.00 mm of hob face width. The
AGMA standard specifies lead tolerance in
steps relative to hob face ..

Flute lead error causes involute distortion
(Fig. 6). It can also cause an inconsistency in
gear tooth size during hob shifting, but only a
fractional amount, depending on radial relief.
Fig. 7 illustrates the relation between flute lead
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Hob ID 78549·008·2·10 Right N'.D.P. lB.581lZ26 left NPA 14.1XKlOOO

Serial 1234 Axial lead 0.6783590 Lead Hand Right
--- -

Operator Ed Whole Depth 0.13500 Gash Hand Straight
--

Probe 0.07874R Number Gashes 12 Required Quality AGMA: B

Inspected 03122193 10:50:35 Number Threads c:\Roto HoblH B004.HO BIMSOI2.M ES

I Melric/lnch Inch AightNPA 14.000000 Magnif 250.00 Scale 2.0
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Gash Tolar. 1 4 7 10
Total 0.00401 0.00480 0.00465 0.00433
Form 0.00295 0.00349 0.00330 0.00321
Slope 0.00250 O.OO243:A 0.00272:D O.OO231:A 0.00196:A
Slope/I OOmm 000365 0.00408 0.00347 0.00294

Fig.9I
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error and gear tooth thickness, Flute lead error
changes the radial position on a cutting edge:

Radial misposition
= (flute lead error) • (cam size)
• (number of flutes) • correction

1[1t • (hob outside diameter)]

Correction = 1 for straight flute hobs ..

For helical flute hobs, the correction could
be determined as follows:

Correction = HNf(HN ± H)
Where: HN is flute lead,

H is the thread lead,
(-) is used when flute and thread lead.

have the same hand.

Tooth thickness error caused by bob flute
lead error:

Tooth thickness error
= 2 • (radial rnisposirion)
• sin(axial pressllre angle)

The flute lead inspection could be done
above or below the root (Fig. 8)., where the
probe can have an uninterrupted check, or
both. Fig. 9 shows a plot of an inspection
below the root, The inspection results identify
flute number, inspection depth from tooth tip,
inspection range relative to hob lengtbevalua-
tion range relative to hob length, magnification
and scale, required standard, quality and toler-
ance if specified.

A CNC hob checker should be able to check
any number of flutes of either straight or heli-
cal flute hob . Evaluation results of every sin-
gle flute can include total variation, slope
error, slope error relative to a ]00 mm heb
length, form error (valid only for the below-
root inspection) and actual quality per AGM.A,
mN or ]SO standards for every flute inspected.

A slope error prorated for a 100 mm hob
length Is used for determination of actual !DIN
or ISO quality. Anevaluation range can be
changed within the limits of measuring length
in order to analyze different portions of flute
lead if required. The resulting charts could be
presented in a superimposed format. Fig. 10
shows the results of a flute lead inspection



above the root.
Lead. and Thread-to- Thread Errors

Lead error is most commonly checked by a
hob manufacturer since it isa very imponant
characteristic that affects hob performance.
Hob lead is an axial advance of one revolution
or hob thread (Fig. 5). Axial distance between
cutting edges can be calculated as shown in
Fig. ] I. In this figure, n = number of cutting
edges, i = number of gashes, correction = gash
helix correction factor (see section on flute
index). The task of hob lead inspection is to
find variation of cutting edges in relation to
their theoretical positions,

Lead inspection over cuuing edges shows
the combined effect of any runout, flute lead,
flute index and lead error itself. Lead error,
measured over the cutting edges within the
generating zone, reflects the potential gear
involute variation almost directly. The only
additional. factor influencing gear profile varia-
tion is the quality of hob pressure angle. The
effect of lead error on gear profile accuracy
(FJ.g. ]2) can be calculated as follows:

Total profile error
.. (leaderror within generating zone)

··cos(axial pressure angle)

Sometimes it is important to analyze the
lead variation in different hob sections, since
different hob sections generate right and left
flanks. If one needs to pinpoint a lead error
itself, a behind-the-edge lead inspection should
be performed. This type of inspection would
help to find out the inherent lead error intro-
duced during manufacturing without the effect
of sharpening errors.

Lead inspection is perhaps the most com-
prehensive inspection after the action line, The
only missing link to the complete understand-
ing of hob performance is accuracy of hob
pressure angle.

A CNC inspection machine may combine
lead inspection with thread-to-thread inspec-
tion for the multi-start bobs. The adjacent
thread-to-thread error and thread variation can
be mathematically determined within the spec-
ified hob section.

Lead averages of all threads are compared
for the thread spacing determination. Threads
between which the maximum adjacent error

II HoblD 4191 Left Contact N,D,!', 7,236467 leftNPA 2D,0C0lX)

SeriBI 001 Axial Lead D.861l0000 lead ~and Right

Operator 'Ed Whole Depth 0,23622 Gash Hand Left
PrObe Q,07874l Number Gashes 10 Required Quality AGMA:iB

Inspected 04/15/93 09:20:48 Number Threads 2 c:\Roto Hob\HBOO6.1l08IMSOO9.MES

Metric/I nch Inch Right NPA 2D.OOoooo Magnif250.00 Scale 2.0

Gash Toler. 1 4 7
Total 0,00544 0,00538 0,00327
Form OJ);)349 0.00382 0,00269
Sklpe 0,00250 O.OO240:A O.00221:A 0,OO113:A
Slnpe!llXlmm 0.00545 000501 0,00257

Fig. 111 _

Distance" In • Lead Ii) '. Correcnon

Fig. 111

Gear profile generation takes
place along lines of action.

Hob lone Generating Gear Right Flank
Hob Zone Generating Gear Left Flank

Gear Profile Error = Lead Error Within Generating Zone- Cos (Axial Pressure Angle)
Fig. 12
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PHOb10 4191 Left C__a_nt-;::ac:;;-t-+----;-N.-:-D;-;P.----;-.;-:7.23646==1:--+"';'L_Bft~N~P-A_;__-- 2O.1mOOO 1
:1 Serial 001 Axial Lead '0.8660000 Lead Hand IRight

il; Operata r Ed Whole Depth '0.23622

I Probe 'D.07874L Number Gashes 10

Ga sh Ha nd left

Required Quality AGMA B

C:IRDto Hob~BOO6.HOBIMSOO9.MES
1-. S ..Magnl! 500.00 cale 2.0

I Inspected 1Jo4I15/93 09:20:48, Number Threads 2~~----~~~~~~Metricflncn Inch Right N PA 20.000000

fig. 13

Thread/Flank
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III
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Toler. III
0,00271

-0.00066:0
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Hob ID 4191laft CMtacl N.D.P. 7.2364BJ lehNPA 21),ocro:lO

ISerial 001 Axial lead O.:8Il6OOOO Lead Hand RighI
Operator Ed Whole Depth 0.23622 Gash Hand Left~-
'Probe O.07B74L Num bar Gashes 10 Required Quality AGMA:.B

Inspected 04115/93 09:20:48 NumbsrThreads 2 c:\Roto HobIHB006.HOBIMSQ09,MES

MetriclTnch Inch Righi NPA 20.000000 Magn~ 500.00 Scale 2.0

Hob Lead: Inspection Behind Edg;e Depth
. :.- 2.05350

!....""" .""." ..... ""." " I' "Tt1lj TopI"'''''''~'] l·h'l ~hr'.;]:
2/R li~:l::~::==:::·::::::':::::::::::::J:J
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Thread/Flank Toler. III 2IL 1/11 2/R
Total 0.00227 0.00197 D.lmoo /).00180
Adjacent 0.00050 ·0.00068:0 ·O.D0055C O.'OO055:C 0.00048:8
1 Axial Pitch 0.00080 O.OQ1Q2:C O.00101:C 0.OOO93:C O.OOO84:C
3 Axial Pitches 0.00120 0.00227:0 '0.00197:0 0.00205:0 O.COI74:C
Slope ·(1.00221 ·0.001B1 ·O.OOIBl 0.00186
Thread Variation .().OOO02 0.00002 ·000005 0.00005
Adjacent Thread OOIlO8!l 1/2 = O.OOOO4.A 211 ~ ~.OOOO4:A 1/2 = 0.00011:A 211 = .Q.OOOI1:A
Actual Duality 0 0 D C
Fig. 14
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occurs should be identified for both right and
left flanks,

In addition to the lead characteristics speci-
fied by DIN. AcGMA and ISO standar-ds (total
variations, adjacent variations and variations
within 1 and 3 axial pitches), a lead slope error
can be determined, This value can help to cor-
rect a setup on a hob grinding machine.

The automatic lead inspection and evalua-
tion can be performed on any section of the
hob. The inspection plot should provide refer-
ences to the inspection and evaluation area
(Figs. ]3 and 14).

Outside Diam.eter
Runout of hob outside diameter may not be

important for orne applications, The tip of the
hob tooth does not generate a gear involute,
But when the gear root form is acensideration,
the hob 0.0., inspection may be useful. Fig. 15
shows hob inspection at the tip of the hob.
Somet.imes it is important to check hob runout
behind the edge (Fig. l 6). This type of inspec-
tion would show D.D. runout without the
effects of hob wear and sharpening inaccura-
cies. Sometimes for special. form hobs, it is
necessary to offset the probe position from the
tooth center (Fig, 17).

Figs. 18 and 19 show the outside diameter
inspection results in circular and linear for-
mats, Results of the inspection and evaluation
may include total runout, out-of-round, con-
centricity errors and average diameter. The
average hob diameter may be helpful for setup
adjustments of a bobbing machine.

Pressure Angle
Pressure angle jnspection is the inspection

of a hob tooth profile (Fig, 20)., Frequently, the
hob tooth profile angle is the same as the gear
pressure angle at the pitch diameter.

Usually the tooth profile is measured in the
axial direction (Fig, 21). However, sometimes
results may be presented normal to the axial
pressure angle (Fig. 20).

Pressure angle accuracy directly affects the
gear profile. The task of inspection is to find
out the profile deviation fr-om the specified
geometry. Most straight gash hobs have a
straight line profile. Some coarser pitch hobs
may have an exvolute profile.

Line of ActIon
The action line is the tine that crosses gen-

erating points on the hob cutting edges within
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Fig. 15

0.0. Inspection Behind Edge
Fig. 111

Probe Vertical

-----

Fil!l17

113641i7 teft NPAHob 10 4191lefl Conlact N.D.P. 20,000000

Serial 001 Axial Lead 0,8660000' Lead Hand Right

Operator Ed Whole Depth 0,23622 GashHand left

I

' ~ ------u.o7874l Number Gashes 10 Required!Quality AGMA: B

Inspected 0!\/l~3 09:20:4lI NumberThreads c:lRoto HobIHBQ06,HOBIMSOO9,MES

I Metric/Inch Inch Right NPA 20,000000 Magn'l! l000J)() Scale 15.0 I

Hob 0.0. Inspection Over Edge

1-

8

Gash/Tooth Toler,
Total Runout 0.00150
Out-of·llound
Eccentricity
Average Diameter

114
0,00132:B
0.001.0
0.00026
2..'52253

Fig. 18
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Rigltt -I
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I--------j----- ,-1--,,---,...-

Serial 001' Axial Lead D,8660000 Lead Hand~-------4
Ed Whole Depth 0.23622 Gash Hand

- - -,----==-:-:-::--1
Probe O,Q71l471 Number Gashes 10 Requir,ed !Quality AGMA: B

Inspected 04/1~3 09:20:411 Number Threads 2 I c:lRoto Hob\HBOO6,1I0BIMS009.MES

Metric/lnch Inch Aight NPA 20,000000 Magnif 1000.00 SeaIe 0,40
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Hob 0.0. Inspection 'Over Edge
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GashlTooth Toler.
Total Ruoout 0.00150
Out·o!'·Rou nd
Ec centri city
Average Diameter
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Fig. 119

Pr'essureAngle Inspection

Pressure Angle Inspection
- ---

Fig.21
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Fig.22

Right Hank Contact Region
Lines of Action

- -

Fig. 23

Gear profile generation lakes place along
'-". lines of action.

\J_
/
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Hob zone generating gear right flank
Hob zone generating gear left flank

Action line inspection can reflect involute generation variations
only in a specific single hob position.

Fig. 24

Radial relief angle
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\

Axial relief angle
Left flank
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Axial relief angle
Right flank
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the contact region (Fig. 22). A variation
between theoretical positions of these points
and their real positions is the action line error.
DIN and ISO standards specify tolerances for
variation between two adjacent cutting 'edges
and the total variation within a contact region
(Fig. 23). Some specifications use the term
"base pitch" rather than "action line."

Action line is perhaps the most. significant
inspection. This inspection combines the
'effects of all single hob accuracy characteris-
tics that influence the gear accuracy. For gears
that were cut with a low feed rate, there is a
direct relation between the accuracy of the hob
action line and the generated involute .. The
following single geometrical characteristics
are combined! in an action line check: amy
runout caused by mounting or manufacturing.
rake, flute lead, flute index. hob lead and pres-
ure angle. Thus. the combined effect of the

above characteristics on gear involute can be
determined in one action Ilne inspection.

Sometimes, in order 1'0 reduce overall
inspection time, only line of action is inspect-
ed. However. in order to locate the source of a
specific hob problem, the inspection of the line
of action only is not sufficient. In this case,
inspections of other hob characteristics have to
be performed. There is another drawback in
inspecting just a line of action .. Line of action
inspection can only show variation of cutting
edges in one specific hob position. When the
hob is shifted, different cutting edges or differ-
ent points on cutting edges generate the invo-
lute. Since all the hob characteristics affect line
of action variation, the inconsistency of errors
at different hob positions can be rather large
when the line of action is inspected. In con-
trast, the error inconsistency of other hob char-
acteristics is usually of lesser magnitude, For
example, a rake error on different hob teeth is
likely to be more consistent. In short, the line
of action inspection can be very effective if
performed at the apex point as the hob is
mounted on the hobbing machine (Fig, 24).

Radial and Axial Relief
Axial and radial reliefs, shown in Fig. 25,

provide clearance during thecutting action.
These characteristic' are not classified by any
known standards. Nevertheless, some people
check these characteristics for various purpos-
es, mostly research and development.



Tooth Thickness
Hob tooth thickness, shown in Fig. 26, is

usually specified in reference to the tip of the
tooth. Thai. is why the current tip diameter of
the hob bas to be determined prior to tooth
thickness measurement. Hob tooth thickness is
an important characteristic if gear root diame-
ter is to be controlled precisely or if the gear
tooth has a tip or root modifications. Other-
wise, a small variation of hob tooth thickness
has no significant effect on gear involute as
long as that variation is consistent. The consis-
tent tooth thickness variation can be compen-
sated for by adjusting the center distance
between 111ehob and thegeaJ' blank.

CNC and. Mechanical Hob
Inspection Machines

Prior to the introduction of CNC machines,
there were various types of mechanical
machine available for hob inspection. They
were usually limited to in pecrion of only a
few hob characteristics. Data acquisition and
analysis were tedious and very much depen-
dent on operator skins. Nowadays, there are
systems that perform all in pection and evalua-
tion tasks automatically.

Data Processing
The ukirnate goa] of data processing fea-

tures i to make the inspection and evaluation
system more capable and impler to use.

Only ten to fifteen years ago, computerized
data processing techniques for hob inspection
were either nonexistent or very primitive.
Today there is an explosion of data processing
features developed for hob inspection that were
inspired by the latest advancements in comput-
er and software technology ..Some of these fea-
tures are di cussed below.

An assonment of evaluali.on capabilities.
These include (I) the ability to select or modi-
fy an evaluation range within the inspection
zone; (2) the ability to determine tolerances
based on a elected class and to determine
quality level based all, the inspection result ;
(3) a built-in library for AGMA, DIN and ISO
standards; (4) the breakdown of surface varia-
tion into basic components - total, formand
slope; (5) the abmty 10 present results in the
superimposed format; (6) theability to switch
between metric and inch measurement; and (7)
the ability to automatically select magnifica-
tion and cale.

FrtU scr.eenedilin.g. This includes the abili-
ty to go forward and backward through the
fields and screens; full cursor control - up,
down, len,right, delete, and insert; dear and
separate screens for the part geometry and the
inspection and evaluation conditions; and mul-
tiple language support for descriptivetext,

Data entry validation jeatur~ that detects
gmwth errors and advises corrections, This
feature tests every parameter entered and pro-
vides the validation range on the screen, Every
logical combination of the data can also be
tested for compatibility on every screen.
Incompatible fields can be displayed.

Dejault jeatu.res to minimize data erdry.
These include the capability to override default
inspection and evaluation criteria.

OH-lin,e aflalysis. This feature opens an
immense opportunity for data manipulation
and enables the reevaluation of the previouly
performed inspections. It provides capability
for (I) storing, sorting, and displaying the list
of stored inspection results; (2) moving the
inspection data to another computer for reeval-
nation; (3) applying different evaluation crite-
ria after the completion of the inspection,
including a circular, linear or superimposed
graphical presentation, an evaluation range,
magnification, scale, output devices, tolerance
sysjems, etc.; and (4) paperless storing and fil-
ing of inspection results.

Data output. Many systems provide a
choice of output - printer, plotter, screen or
file ..Some systems have thecapability to print
or plot several characteristics on a single page.

Part s,tora.geand retrie'ial. This feature
should include storing, sorting and displaying
the list of parts for selection,

Back upIRestol'e. This feature provides the
operator with a tool. for complete or partial
copying or deleting of files.

Communicatio'n with external computers
an,d n,efworks.

Autnmation of Inspection
Automatic inspection has obvious benefits.

However, in order to facilitate the automatic
inspection, !he system need to know hob verti-
cal position, current outside diameter, angular
and vertical positions of cutting edges and
gashes, etc. In order to do that, some advanced
hob inspection systems have hob orientation, an
automatic procedure during which the machine
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gathers all necessary information for automatic
inspection. Fig. 27 presents an example with
only one operator requirement - bringing the
probe into the vicinity of the first tooth. Fig. 28
shows the sequence and data points gathered
during orientation. The e data points provide
sufficient information for automatic inspection
of all hob characteristics.

Conclusion
Hobs probably have the most sophi tieated

geometry of all gear cutting tools. In the pa t"

few companiescould check sharpening errors,
let alone other characteristics, such as lead or
pressure angle or line of action. It has not been
unusual for bob users to rely on a "trust me"
relation hip with hob manufacturers. The user
did not have much choice because of a lack of
the equipment to prove or disprove a hob's
accuracy.

Thanks [0 new computer technology. a
comprehea ive automatic hob inspection ys-

tern i 110 [anger a lUXUry - :it is affordable to
most hob and gear manufacturers. That i why
there are more people in the industry who
would like to have capabilities to question a
supplier's claim about hob accuracy or be able
to resolve tool related manufacturing puzzles.

However. the hob inspection itself will not
mysteriously resolve all. our manufacturing
challenge . It can only supply additional. and
perhap crucial information 10 help re olve
our challenges. It is nol enough to have the
information .. his important. to learn how to
apply it .•
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